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Quick response is our guarantee.

Benchmark Foam supplied geofoam for the third largest geofoam job in the 
United States during the summer of 2008. The jobsite was in West Fargo, N.D. at 
the bridge embankment of the 9th Street East interchange with Interstate 94. 
     
The North Dakota Department of Transportation (Project# IM-8-094(068)347) 
decided to use geofoam as a solution to a settlement problem. With frequent 
rainstorms preventing access to the jobsite, Benchmark Foam still met delivery 
commitments by securing additional transportation and increasing daily load 
deliveries. Benchmark Foam proved yet again that no matter the job size, 
customer needs are met by any means possible – every project, every time.

Aggressive Project Schedule:    

               • Mid-July 2008 - October 2008

               • 33,955 cubic yards total 

               • 3,600 cubic yards/27 loads per week

Benchmark Foam knows that your business depends on our product arriving on time. Our service response is so dependable we back it with Benchmark Foam’s On-Time 
Guarantee. Your product will be shipped and arrive by the agreed-to arrival date or we will discount your invoice 10 percent. We work to accommodate customer needs, giving 
you confidence when you place an order, even if it needs to be rushed. And we do not have truckload quotas, so no matter how large or small, your order will be shipped on time.

Benchmark Foam supplies one of largest geofoam jobsites
        • West Fargo, N.D.

“The [geo]foam was the key 
factor in the success of the 

reconstruction process...We 
would consider foam not 

only on future embankment 
and slope repair 

projects, but also on new 
embankment construction 

and high fills over soft 
foundation soils.”

- Chuck Hubbard
Principal Engineer

Braun Intertec Corporation, 
Project Design


